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Summary
The Eastern Yar Levels sub-catchment is 682.9 hectares in size and is one of six sub-catchment areas
within the larger Eastern Yar Catchment. It extends to Nunwell north of Brading Downs, Kern and
close to Alverstone in the west, Culver Parade in the southeast and Yaverland in the east.
The area includes part of the town of Brading and a small part of the edge of Sandown at Avenue
Road. It includes the hamlets of Adgestone, Morton and parts of Alverstone. It also includes the
twentieth century housing development at Yaverland.
The underlying geology of the area is varied with Wealden clays in the south backed by Ferruginous
Sands to the north and where they extend along the valley floor overlaid with alluvium, grits and
gravels. Rising to the north the greensand hills are backed by the chalk ridge at Brading Down.
Continuing north the chalk gives way to heavier clays of Bembridge Marls and Hamstead Beds.
The Isle of Wight Historic Landscape Characterisation provides information on the character of
today’s landscape based on historic land use and changes to field patterns and enclosure. In this
sub-catchment the landscape has been significantly influenced by the Yaverland and Nunwell Manor
Estates. Smaller medieval manors and farmsteads have also had influence on the areas land use
and character.
The area north of the chalk is arguably better placed in the neighbouring sub catchment of Marsh
and Harbour. This is due to the fact that tributaries in this area flow north or northeastwards to join
the main Eastern Yar in that sub-catchment. The area was significantly changed in the 18th, 19th and
20th centuries as the Nunwell Estate changed its land management.
The steep face of the north side of Brading Down is covered in secondary woodland known as Kelly’s
Copse. The top of the down, south of the Downs Road and the south facing slope are open land with
evidence of early field strip systems. Today this area is a Local Nature Reserve and SSSI popular with
visitors wishing to take advantage of the panoramic views to Sandown Bay.
The downland slopes fairly steeply down to join rolling sandstone hills. The field patterns of this
area being predominantly 19th and 20th century in origin although some field boundaries are retianed
from earlier north/south boundary features. A few field parcels date from the post medieval period.
The valley floor to the south of the sandstone hills is largely flat and in some places quite wide. At
one time the area would have been predominantly common meadow with each of the farmsteads
and manors cropping hay from parts of the area for winter livestock fodder. Much of this may have
been enclosed in the post medieval period to create more permanent (drained) pasture, although
nineteenth century tithe records indicate some areas still being managed in strips as common
meadow.
A large area of land was reclaimed south of Yarbridge at Sandown Levels during the medieval and
post medieval periods to be used as grazing marsh. Its vulnerable and strategically important
location also led to the location of a number of military fortifications and later, due to the broad
sandy sweep of the coastline, its use for tourism and recreational activities.

Key management issues


Urban pressures – particularly in areas defined as Landscape Improvement Zones in the Isle
of Wight Landscape Character Assessment but also across pasturelands in smaller field
parcels and close to urban edges. In this area there is particular pressure from recreational
development such as caravan and camping parks and from smaller scale equestrian
development which should be encouraged to have sympathetic landscaping and land
management approaches.



Change of use / re-use of development sites – such as holiday parks, business parks etc.



Flood plain management – sympathetic farming approaches to limited pollution into water
courses. Management of invasive species.



Boundary features – hedgerow management to retain and strengthen historic boundaries.



Woodland and trees – sympathetic management of woodland and field trees with any new
planting strengthening or extending woodland and respecting historic landscapes.



Public access – investigate the possibility to link the tourism and recreational facilities of
Culver Parade with the natural environment of the Sandown Levels and establish strategic
links to the rest of the public rights of way in the area.

Eastern Yar Catchment Area

The map above shows the complete East Yar Catchment area with each of its six sub catchments.
This report is concentrating on the Eastern Yar Levels sub catchment.

Eastern Yar Levels sub-catchment
The following map shows the Eastern Yar Levels sub catchment area. It also shows the viewpoints
from which the panoramic photographs were taken.

Location from
which panoramic
photographs were
taken

View from Brading Down looking south.

View from Bembridge Down looking west.

The watercourse
The Eastern Yar enters this sub-catchment area at the village of Alverstone in the west at an
elevation of less than 10 metres (AOD). It flows through a flat valley bottom past the village of
Adgestone and under the main A3055 road and railway line at Morton Common. It then turns more
to the north east through the Sandown Levels, a large flat drained marshland, to leave the subcatchment at Yarbridge in the east of the area.
A series of drainage ditches flow northward towards the main river through the Sandown Levels area
located northwest of Culver Parade.
Much of the river valley would have been subject to more extensive flooding on a regular basis in
the past before a series of control measures were installed to manage water levels. Before the
building of the Medieval Yarbridge to connect Brading with Yaverland, the only crossing was subject
to the tidal flooding and thought to be located at Morton Common close to the site of Brading
Roman Villa.

The wider landscape – an overview
The Isle of Wight Landscape Character Assessment describes the landscape of the Isle of Wight and
defines eleven disticnt Landscape Character Types outside of settlement across the county. Below
are listed the Landscape Types occuring within the Eastern Yar Levels sub-catchment area:






Traditional Enclosed Pasture (north of Brading Down at Nunwell and south of the Brading
Down at Morton and Adgestone)
Landscape Improvement Zones (Sandown Levels and at Alverstone)
Chalk Downs (Brading Down)
Intensive Agricultural Land (west of the area around Kern)
Southern Coastal Farmland (small area close to Yarbridge)

The Historic Landscape Characterisation (HLC) of the Isle of Wight identifies and describes Historic
Landscape Character Types based on present land use, land management and settlement patterns
which reflect different historical processes in their formation. It also defines and describes the past
landscape character of the Isle of Wight, using a variety of sources, in order to better understand
how this past landscape character has influenced the present historic landscape character of the
area. The Eastern Yar Levels sub-catchment falls within the Northern Lowlands; East Wight Chalk
Ridge; Brading, St Helens and Bembridge and East Wight Greensand Broad HLC Areas with the
detailed HLC database providing information on individual land parcels, enclosure, time depth,
boundaries and other historic environment details.
The majority of the sub-catchment lies within the Isle of Wight Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty
(exceptions being part of Sandown Levels and south of Adgestone and just west of Brading in the
north).

Landscape change
The Historic Environment Action Plan (HEAP) is based on the findings of the HLC and describes in
more detail the broad HLC Areas across the Isle of Wight. As mentioned above the Eastern Yar
Levels sub-catchment is within the Northern Lowlands; East Wight Chalk Ridge; East Wight
Greensand and Brading, St Helens and Bembridge HEAP Areas. From this and other documentary
sources we can infer that the principal historical processes in the sub-catchment include:
Brading, St Helens and Bembridge (the south eastern part of the area at Yarbridge and southeast of
the main road at Morton including all of Sandown Levels)











Largely within the medieval parish of Yaverland
Yarbridge and a causeway was constructed in the late thirteenth century by Sir William
Russel of Yaverland Manor to connect his manor house with the medieval town of Brading.
Prior to this the only means of crossing the area was a tidal causeway at Morton (possibly
associatted with Brading Roman Villa) and by row boat north at Bembridge Point across to St
Helens.
Sir Russell also reclaimed a large part of Sandown Levels south of Yarbridge to create grazing
marsh.
Historically, the topography of the area made it vulnerable to attack and invasion. Sandown
Fort was built in 1545 but was undermined by coastal erosion to be replaced with Sandham
Fort further to the north (Sandham Grounds) in 1632.
Sandown Granite Fort was built in 1860 as part of the Palmerstonian defences. Today it is
the site of Sandown Zoo.
The modern housing estate in Yaverland was built in the late twentieth century on the
western part of the former medieval open field system associatted with the hamlet of
Yaverland.
Culver Parade was built in the early twentieth century strengthening a less formal coastal
defence bank. This led to the use of the land to the north of the road for tourism and
recreation (Sandham public park, bowling and tennis courts, Browns Golf Course, the Zoo,
the Grand Hotel and Sandown Canoe/Boating Lake).

East Wight Chalk Ridge (Brading and Nunwell Downs)







After the end of the Ice Age most of the landscape including the chalk downs became
wooded.
The road running along the downland ridge may be a prehistoric trackway but this cannot
be proved.
There is evidence of clearance of small areas of downland as early as the 4th millenium BC.
Extensive woodland clearance for grazing and culivation took place from the Bronze Age
from 2300 BC with burial mounds (such as the Devil’s Punch Bowl on Nunwell Down) also
being constructed on the downland at this time.
There is evidence of cultivation of Brading Down in prehistoric and Roman times through the
archaeological remains on site, the later possibly associated with Brading Roman Villa in the
valley below.









Chalk downland was apportioned between individual manors within each parish and was
often named after these manors. Much of this land was used as manorial common grazing
in medieval times.
By 1793 much of the downland is enclosed and in the early 19th century the Tithe records tell
us that some of the larger enclosures were being used for arable cultivation (outside of this
area).
Small chalk pits at the base of the down are probably post-medieval in date and associated
with marling of fields on the heavier clay north of the ridge.
Chalk is used as a building material for properties close to the downland.
A small reservoir was installed on Brading Down in the late 19th century.

East Wight Greensand (south of the chalk downs and west of the main road at Morton Common)















Brading Roman Villa is located within this area and is likely to have been a prosperous
farmstead associated with an elite Romano-British family.
The Domesday Book lists the manors at Adgestone, Alverstone, Brading and Kern.
There are a number of medieval pillow mounds (rabbit warrens) close to Kern.
In the valley floor there is evidence of extensive meadow land used to grow fodder crops for
livestock during the winter. Some areas were managed as common meadow divided into
unfenced strips. The Tithe map and apportionment of Brading shows common meadow
south east of Adgestone with tiny strips shown as being ‘part of Common Mead’.
Larger farmsteads and manors close to the valley held large areas of meadow, a reflection of
its agricultural importance.
Meadows declined in the 19th century as alternative feedstuffs were introduced and
drainage led to the creation of pasture fields.
Some rough grazing subject to occassional flooding has been present in the area since at
least the medieval period. Locally, this land is often referred to as Moor. There is no
achaeological or documentary evidence to suggest articfically flooded water meadows.
Small scale peat cutting is reported to have continued into the 20th century.
The peat rich soils in the valley bottom are an important paleo-environmental record.
A watermill was established at Alverstone.
Morton Manor was remodeled in the late 19th century but its surrounding gardens are very
similar to those shown on a 1822 plan.
This HEAP Area lies fully within the medieval parish of Brading in this sub-catchment.

Northern Lowlands (north of the chalk downs)




A small part of this sub-catchment north of the chalk downs lies within the Northern
Lowlands area and is associated with the Nunwell Estate. Arguably, it would be more logical
to include this area as an extension of the neighbouring Marsh & Harbour sub-catchment as
its watershed and tributaries flow northeastwards connecting with the Eastern Yar in that
sub-catchment north of Yarbridge.
Mosiac of woodland, damp clay heath and drier heath areas. There may be some evidence
of modification of woodland vegetation as far back of the Neolithic period which led to the
disapperance of native Lime woodland.




Much of the Northern Lowlands was not a primary settlement area in the Anglo-Saxon times
and was probably used initially for wood pasture or heathland grazing.
Fields are defined by mature hedgerows, hedgerow trees and a number of parkland oak
trees.

There are 126 undesignated monuments within the sub-catchment area.
There are nineteen Listed Buildings one Grade I (Brading Roman Villa), one Grade II* (Nunwell
House) and seventeen Grade II.
There are five scheduled monuments in the sub-catchment including; the Devil’s Punchbowl, Brading
Roman Villa, the field system on Brading Down, and a series of pillow mounds near to Kern Farm.
There are three enteries on the Local List in this sub-catchment area.

Detailed analysis of HLC data
Using ArcView GIS software an analysis of the HLC has provided the following detailed information
for the Eastern Yar Levels sub-catchment area.

Eastern Yar Catchment
Eastern Yar Levels sub catchment
Broad HLC Types
Field Patterns
Open Land

33%

36%

Parkland / Designed Landscape
Valley Floor
Woodland

3%
14%

13%

3%

It can be seen that the three largest Broad HLC Types
are Development (Settlement, Communications,
Recreation, Industry), Field Patterns and Woodland.
This report will consider each of these in turn to
better understand the time depth and the changes
that have created the historic landscape character of
the Eastern Yar Levels sub-catchment.

Development

Field Patterns
Within this Broad HLC Type there are a number of descriptive sub types the proportion of each is
shown in the following chart:

Field Patterns by sub type
Field Patterns Amalgamated Fields

8%

Field Patterns Enclosed Downland

4%

Field Patterns Enclosed Heathland

8%

31%

Field Patterns Enclosed Open Field Strips
Field Patterns Enclosed Open Field/Open Field Furlongs
Field Patterns Enclosed Parkland

11%

Field Patterns Enclosed Waste/Common/Green

11%

4%
4%

4%

8%

7%

Field Patterns Re-organised Field Pattern
Field Patterns Sub-divided Fields
Field Patterns Unidentified Enclosure Type
Field Patterns Vineyard

This map shows the distribution of the various field patterns across the sub-catchment and the same
by era.

Amalgamated fields

These are fields that consist of a
number of historic fields that
have been joined together; they
differ from fields classified as ‘Reorganised’ (see below) in that
they still show evidence of the
earlier field patterns.
Amalgamation may have
occurred at various periods
through history. For the Eastern
Yar Levels sub-catchment these
have been mapped on the left.
It can be seen that amalgamation
of fields took place in the 19th
and 20th centuries. A large area is
located north of Morton
Common and the village of
Adgestone, and further areas
around Nunwell and south of
Kern.

Enclosure
The map shows the extent of areas identified as having been enclosed.
Enclosure took place across this subcatchment area and was particularly
extensive in the medieval and post
medieval periods.
Enclosed Downland. A small area of
downland on the very west of the
sub-catchment north of Kern was
enclosed in the post-medieval
period. A much more extensive area
neighbouring this to the east was
enclosed in the 19th century. North
of the Downs Road and south of
Kelly’s Copse there is an area of
downland which has been enclosed
the date of which is unknown.
Enclosed Heathland. There is a small
area of enclosed heathland north of
Kern on the western edge of the subcatchment. A larger area of
heathland was enclosed north of
Alverstone Lynch during the post
medieval period.

Enclosed Open Field Strips. A large area in the centre of the sub-catchment south of Lower Road
Adgestone and around Whitehouse Copse was enclosed from open field strips in the post medieval
period. A smaller area was enclosed close to the eastern end of Brading Down in the 19th century.
Enclosed Open Field/ Open Field Furlongs. There is a very small part of enclosed open field / open
field furlong close to the east edge of the sub-catchment south of Marshcombe Copse.
Enclosed Parkland. Large parts of former parkland of the Nunwell Estate were enclosed in the 20th
century.

Re-organised fields

These fields have been reorganised through the
removal of boundaries
between previously smaller
fields to create large field
parcels. Unlike ‘Amalgamated
Fields’ they show little
evidence (if any) of the former
fields or have had their
boundaries significantly
altered.
The HLC records reorganisation of fields in three
areas of this sub-catchment
all of which took place in the
19th or 20th centuries. An
extensive area south of Kern
Farm, an area around
Greenfield Farm near Morton
Common and the area around
the Sailing Club at Yaverland.

Sub-divided fields

There are two areas of sub-divided fields
shown in the HLC dating from the 19th and
20th centuries and located in the fields east
of Kern and west of Upper Road Adgestone.

Open Land
Open Land in the area is located
at Brading Down and a small area
to the west of Kelly’s Copse (part
of the former Nunwell Down). It
is of unknown date.

Parkland and Designed
Landscapes
There are two parkland and designed
landscape areas in the sub-catchment. The
earliest dates from the 18th century and is
associated with Nunwell House in the north of
the area. The second is Morton Manor and
Gardens dating from the 19th and 20th
centuries.

Valley Floor
Enclosed pasture or meadow
dates from the 19th century in the
south of Morton Common either
side of the railway line and a
second area south of
Marshcombe Copse at Yaverland
of unknown date.
Reclaimed land is located south
of Yarbridge and extends into the
Sandown Levels. Close to Morton
an area was reclaimed in the
medieval period remaining area
being reclaimed in the post
medieval period.
A large area of grazing marsh
through the valley at Adgestone
and Alverstone dates from the
post medieval period. A second
small area behind Culver Parade
close to the Sandown Levels is of
unknown date.

Woodland
Woodland in this sub catchment
is classified as either Ancient
Woodland or Secondary
Woodland. Much of the Ancient
Woodland is of ‘unknown date’
which by definition should mean
that it has been woodland since
at least 1600. These include
Marshcombe Copse (identified
as Post Medieval), Coltsmead
Copse, Rowdown Copse and
Alverstone Lynch.
Secondary Woodland areas
include Six Acre Copse,
Whitehouse Copse, Kelly’s
Copse, an area between the
junction of Upper and Lower
Road Adgestone close to the
eastern end of Brading Down
and an area behind Sandown
Zoo.

Development
This map shows the distribution of
development through the subcatchment. This category includes
settlement, communications, industry,
recreation and any mineral workings.
Medieval development is found in
Adgestone, Alverstone and Yaverland.
Post medieval development occurs in
Adgestone and Alverstone. Other than a
small area of development of unknown
date, the rest of the areas development
dates from the 19th and 20th centuries.
This includes urban expansion at Morton
Common, Yaverland and the recreational
and tourism facilities to the north of
Culver Parade.

Tables of Data

Communications
Field Patterns
Industry
Open Land
Parkland/Designed Landscape
Recreation
Settlement
Valley Floor
Woodland
(blank)
Grand Total

% of subArea is square
catchment
meters
1.3%
1580.585755
32.9%
3529592.801
5.1%
167693.2774
2.5%
318296.4735
2.5%
217741.9827
8.9%
171920.164
20.3%
652859.0692
12.7%
1535158.5
13.9%
235051.2462
0.0%
100.0%
6829894.099

Development (Settlement, Communications, Industry, Recreation)

35.6%

2431442.299

Row Labels
Communications
Field Patterns
Amalgamated Fields
Enclosed Downland
Enclosed Heathland
Enclosed Open Field Strips
Enclosed Open Field/Open Field Furlongs
Enclosed Parkland
Enclosed Waste/Common/Green
Re-organised Field Pattern
Sub-divided Fields
Unidentified Enclosure Type
Vineyard
Industry
Open Land
Parkland/Designed Landscape
Recreation
Settlement
Valley Floor
Enclosed Pasture or Meadow
Grazing Marsh
Reclaimed land
Valley Floor Woodlands
Woodland
Ancient Woodland
Secondary Woodland
(blank)
(blank)
Grand Total

% of
Catchment
1.3%
32.9%
10.1%
3.8%
2.5%
2.5%
1.3%
1.3%
1.3%
3.8%
2.5%
2.5%
1.3%
5.1%
2.5%
2.5%
8.9%
20.3%
12.7%
3.8%
2.5%
5.1%
1.3%
13.9%
5.1%
8.9%
0.0%
0.0%
100.0%

Sq Metres
1580.59
3529592.80
1492543.07
307596.00
186582.92
361192.35
6333.51
346889.25
0.87
275791.04
331377.15
67915.33
153371.32
167693.28
318296.47
217741.98
171920.16
652859.07
1535158.50
85259.06
763635.47
684351.46
1912.51
235051.25
92240.53
142810.72

6829894.10

Post Medieval

18th Century

19th Century

19th & 20th
Century

20th Century

Late 20th
Century

Unknown

0.00%
42.86%

0.00%
0.00%

8.33%
41.67%

0.00%
50.00%

0.00%
31.25%

0.00%
22.22%

0.00%
9.09%

#DIV/0!
#DIV/0!

1.27%
32.91%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

16.67%

30.00%

12.50%

11.11%

0.00%

10.13%

Enclosed Downland

0.00%

7.14%

0.00%

8.33%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

9.09%

Enclosed Heathland

16.67%

7.14%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

Enclosed Open Field Strips

0.00%

7.14%

0.00%

8.33%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

Enclosed Open Field/Open Field Furlongs

0.00%

7.14%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

Enclosed Parkland

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

6.25%

0.00%

0.00%

16.67%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

Re-organised Field Pattern

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

20.00%

6.25%

0.00%

0.00%

Sub-divided Fields

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

8.33%

0.00%

6.25%

0.00%

0.00%

Unidentified Enclosure Type

0.00%

14.29%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

5.06%
2.53%
2.53%
8.86%
20.25%
12.66%

Grand Total

Medieval
0.00%
33.33%

Communications
Field Patterns

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

11.11%

0.00%

#DIV/0!
#DIV/0!
#DIV/0!
#DIV/0!
#DIV/0!
#DIV/0!
#DIV/0!
#DIV/0!
#DIV/0!
#DIV/0!
#DIV/0!

0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
50.00%
16.67%

0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
14.29%
35.71%

0.00%
0.00%
100.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%

8.33%
0.00%
0.00%
8.33%
8.33%
8.33%

0.00%
0.00%
10.00%
0.00%
20.00%
0.00%

0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
31.25%
37.50%
0.00%

22.22%
0.00%
0.00%
11.11%
22.22%
0.00%

9.09%
18.18%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
27.27%

#DIV/0!
#DIV/0!
#DIV/0!
#DIV/0!
#DIV/0!
#DIV/0!

Enclosed Pasture or Meadow

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

8.33%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

18.18%

#DIV/0!

3.80%

Grazing Marsh

0.00%

7.14%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

9.09%

#DIV/0!

2.53%

Reclaimed land

16.67%

21.43%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

#DIV/0!

5.06%

0.00%

7.14%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

#DIV/0!

0.00%

7.14%

0.00%

16.67%

20.00%

0.00%

22.22%

36.36%

0.00%
0.00%

7.14%
0.00%

0.00%
0.00%

0.00%
16.67%

0.00%
20.00%

0.00%
0.00%

0.00%
22.22%

27.27%
9.09%

100.00%

100.00%

100.00%

100.00%

100.00%

100.00%

100.00%

100.00%

Amalgamated Fields

Enclosed Waste/Common/Green

Vineyard

Industry
Open Land
Parkland/Designed Landscape
Recreation
Settlement
Valley Floor

Valley Floor Woodlands

Woodland
Ancient Woodland
Secondary Woodland

Grand Total

#DIV/0!
#DIV/0!
#DIV/0!

#DIV/0!

3.80%
2.53%
2.53%
1.27%
1.27%
1.27%
3.80%
2.53%
2.53%
1.27%

1.27%

13.92%
5.06%
8.86%

100.00%

